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 For the selection of your device, please see the table below. Operating system Connecting Axioo NEON CNW This list shows the devices that can be connected to Axioo NEON CNW. The number of connectors on the backside of the device corresponds to the number of connectors on the back of the device itself. You can connect this device to Axioo NEON by using Axioo NEON as a USB-to-
Serial converter for your device. Connecting Axioo NEON to the device via USB is optional, since you could alternatively also connect the device by connecting the data pins together. This table shows the datasheet pinout of each connector. When connected, each pin is usually mapped to a GPIO pin of Axioo NEON. The 4-position pins shown in the table are the LEDs of Axioo NEON that

correspond to the four color LEDs of the CNW. Configuration Configuration for Axioo NEON CNW is performed by loading the configuration file [axiocnw.conf] to a single one of the two memory chips of Axioo NEON (see above). This file must be included in the firmware's memory map, and must be named [axiocnw.conf]. The file must be named after the device name, and it must be placed in
the directory with the firmware. If the [config_file] command does not find the [axiocnw.conf] file in the given directory it will print an error message and not continue. The [config_file] command can only be used to load one configuration file. The configuration file must have a.txt file format. This means that all lines must be written on one line, no blank spaces and no comments. Please note that

you can only use a space to separate the parameter from its value, and that you cannot use spaces for comments, so the parameters must be separated by commas. You cannot use any of the following characters: `|` `;` `-` `:` `*` `?` `!` `\` `&` `%` `~` `#` `$` `'` `(` `)` `[` `]` `{` `}` `'` `` `[` `]` `{` `}` `=` `"` `,` `.` In 82157476af
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